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New  VEO-XS
Smaller. Slimmer. More essential



 

   

SMALLER

Our new Extra-Slim VEO-XS monitor is reduced in size.

This, combined with its high-quality materials and excellent 

finish, make this monitor the ideal accessory for any modern, 

functional home, integrating seamlessly and adding a touch 

of quality to any living space.

Small in size, big in performance

The new VEO-XS includes all the elements you are looking 

for in a 4.3-inch wide-screen colour video door entry system: 

hands-free technology, call and conversation, volume control, 

auto-start, image control, ringtone selection and silent mode.
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Volume control



SLIMMER

VEO-XS avoids the need for a handset and allows for 

simple, intuitive handsfree communication.

Extra-easy operation, it can be used with just one 

finger. 

Answering a call and starting a conversation is now 

as simple as pressing a button. 

In addition, the OSD menu and the layout of the 

buttons allow you to access any of the functions 

using just your finger. 

MORE ESSENTIAL

VEO-XS is an essential development of the Veo 

monitor.

It is a practically indispensable option for those users 

who want to make the leap into video, enjoying 

the simplicity, service and comfort of hands-free 

technology.

DUOX Technology. Available in DUOX technology 

(the digital solution created by Fermax with 2 non-

polarised wires). VEO-XS is also easier to use in 

terms of its technical aspects, greatly simplifying the 

installation, wiring and programming of the monitor.  



 

 

 

  

 
ACCESORIES
3389 UNIVERSAL FRAME LARGE. 210 x 240

3388 UNIVERSAL FRAME . 120 x 240

TFT 4,3” colour 

panoramic screen

Activates / Deactivates communication

Lock release and call to concierge

OSD MENU for adjusting 

internal parameters

Auto-start of outdoor 

panel camera

Activates additional functions

e.g. opening a second door, 

switching on additional lights etc.
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OSD ON-SCREEN MENU

Volume control

Monitor: 125x165x21.

Surface mounted.

12521

165

“Do not disturb” function activated
In conversation
In ‘doormatic’ mode (automatically 
opens door when receiving a call, 
ideal for businesses)

REFERENCES
9408 VEO-XS DUOX MONITOR 

9407  VEO-XS MONITOR CONNECTOR

3 LEDS indicating:

 - Confirm selection and activate function.

  - Select the previous menu option.

  - Select the next menu option.

 - Return to the previous screen or stand-by.
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